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From: Matthew Cross <mcrossfamily@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent:  Thursday, December 2, 2021 2:53 PM  
To:  DIR OSHSB <OSHSB@dir.ca.gov> 
Cc:  Matthew Cross <mcrossfamily@sbcglobal.net> 
Subject:  Petition to Adopt New Standards  

CAUTION: [External Email] 
This email originated from outside of our DIR organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the 
content is expected and is safe. If in doubt reach out and check with the sender by phone. 

Hello Members of the Occupational Safety & Health Standards Board 

This email is an electronic copy of the hard-copy petition that was sent to: Occupational Safety & Health Standards Board 2520 Venture 
Oaks Way, Suite 350 Sacramento, CA 95833 overnight through Fed-Ex on 12-01-2021. It contains PDF copies of all related materials 
along with links to related videos and publications. 

I am writing to urge the Standards Board to adopt a new standard or requirement for both the manufacturing of new Manual Material 
Handling (MMH) Carts with loose or removable handles, and the continued use of existing MMH Carts with loose or removable handles. 

This Petition specifically addresses the design, manufacturing, and use of the handles/handholds on all flatbed carts, panel carts, 
manual material handling carts, and manually operated platform trucks. (MMH Carts) 

These MMH Carts with loose or unsecured handles have been, and continue to be, the cause of countless falls and injuries to the 
operators, including myself and many co-workers. 

The following petition demonstrates the dangers of continued use of the MMH carts with loose or unsecured handles, as well as 
contains examples of injuries that have occurred and concerns of fellow Manual Material Handlers due to the use of these types of 
MMH Carts. 
Please find attached to this email a PDF copy of the Petition and Supporting Documents and Information including; 
1. Accidents and injuries 
2. Cart (examples) (3 PDF's) YouTube link: 
3. "The Ergonomics of Material Handling Pushing and Pulling Tasks" a publication by Darcor and Ergoweb 
4. Survey Results - Cart Grievance Driver Survey Response Summary 
5. Rehrig Cart Warning 

Thank you all for your time and consideration, 

Matthew Cross 
Concerned Petitioner, Manual Material Handler, Delivery Driver 

PDF The Ergonomics of Manual Material Handling 

W T Hight Cart 

mailto:mcrossfamily@sbcglobal.net
mailto:OSHSB@dir.ca.gov
mailto:mcrossfamily@sbcglobal.net
https://www.mhi.org/media/members/14023/130258038292642021.pdf
https://youtu.be/3lJqH4I7f-g


  

              

         

            

      

  

      

          

 

  

         

   

  

          

             

 

            

        

     

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

I’m  writing  to  you  today  seeking  aid  in  bringing  awareness  to  and  mitigating  a  very  serious,  yet  often  unnoted  danger  
within  the  Manual Material  Handling  Industries. This Petition  specifically  addresses the  design, manufacturing, and  use of  

the handles/handholds on  all  flatbed carts, panel carts, manual material handling  carts, and  manually operated  platform  

trucks.(MMH Carts)  

Most MMH Carts have handles/handholds of one kind or another. MMH Cart handles are a very important part of any 

MMH Cart because they send a message to the operator about where and how to apply force to the MMH Cart. It is 

normally assumed that these handles will be secure enough to effectively withstand the forces required to manually move 

the MMH Cart. However, being unregulated, there are some MMH Carts with removable, or unsecured handholds, and 

they do not always withstand the forces. (Please see examples in Carts, in Supporting Documents and Info.) 

These MMH Carts with loose or unsecured handles have been, and continue to be, the cause of countless falls and injuries 

to the operators, including myself and many co-workers. (Please see examples in Accidents and Injuries, in Supporting 

Documents and Info.) 

Proposed Standard 

I am proposing that the OSHSB adopt a new standard or requirement for both the manufacturing of new MMH Carts with 

loose or removeable handles, and the continued use of existing MMH Carts with loose or removeable handles. 

This proposed standard would require: 

1. that all new manufacturing of MMH Carts with loose or removable handles would include a built in, or self-contained 

means of mechanically attaching or securing the handhold in order to withstand the expected forces considering the MMH 

Cart weight capacity, and the foreseeable ground conditions. 

a. As a subpart to  this proposed standard  I would  also  propose that MMH  Cart Manufacturers that have supplied, and  

continue to  supply MMH  Carts with loose or removable handles to  be used  in  commercial applications as a primary  source  

of MMH  be required  to  contact  companies they’ve supplied and  work with them  to  either replace or phaseout said  MMH  
Carts with loose or removable handles, or supply a retro-fit means of mechanically securing  the handles to  withstand the 

expected forces and  conditions. I believe these  retrofit  attachments could  be as simple as a pin, bolt, or latch and  the cost  

would be minimal compared to  the risks involved with unsecured handles.  

2. that the handles/handholds would be securely and mechanically attached to the MMH Cart before the MMH Cart is 

loaded with enough material or weight to require manual force strong enough to cause a fall, since the initial forces 

required to start or begin movement of an MMH Cart are usually the highest forces applied. (Please see “The Ergonomics 
of Manual Material Handling” Pg. 6 Part B, in Supporting Documents and Info.) 



 

        

         

     

        

         

          

  

            

  

            

       

        

       

            

  

 

 

 

Reasoning 

There is much to  be said  about MMH  Cart safety  and  Pushing/Pulling  safety  in  the  field  of Manual Material  Handling. There  

are many  regulations, articles, limits,  and  instructions  on  the ergonomics,  the  techniques, the  caster types,  the weights  

and  force limits, and  even the importance  of the placement and  dimensions  of handles and  handholds.  That being  said,  

there  is not,  as  far  as  I know, any  regulations, articles,  limits,  or in structions on  the importance  of th e security or stabi lity  

of the point of contact (handles/handholds) with the MMH  Cart. In  2014  during  a safety  Complaint investigation  by  Cal  

OSHA regarding  loose cart handles at Martin  Brower, in  Stockton, Ca.,  it was  stated that  “There  is nothing  that says the  
handles have to  be  attached.”  The complaint was disregarded, and  the accidents and  injuries have  continued there. I  
believe that this lack  of r egulation or ad dressing  of thi s topic is sim ply  because  it is naturally  assumed that if  a M MH  Cart  

has a handle/handhold, that it will be secure enough  to  withstand  the forces required  to  manually  move the MMH  Cart  

that it  is  on.  However,  being  unregulated, that  assumption  is  sometimes  wrong  and  irresponsibly  ignored for various  

reasons.  (e.g.,  stacking  large quantities of MMH  Carts for shipping  or storage purposes  without  the  obstruction  of  handles,  

or ease and  convenience of loading  materials onto  MMH  Carts without the obstruction  of a handle...etc.) These  may be  

good  reasons to  have removable handles, but there is no  good  reason  for an  unsecured handle/handhold  on  a MMH  Cart 

that is  loaded  and  ready  to  be  manually  handled. It  is  simply  and  deceptively  unsafe and  unnecessary.  When  a person  is  

pushing/pulling  a MMH  Cart they  normally  generate the horizontal force from  friction  between their feet and  the floor.  

That force is  then applied horizontally  to  the  MMH  Cart through  the hands and  to  a point of contact  on  the MMH  Cart  

(handle/handhold). The  friction  at the  feet must be  greater  than, or equal to, the forces being  applied  through  the  

handle/handhold, or the feet  will slip. In  cases  where extra traction  is needed  or  floor  traction  is poor,  force  may  be altered 

at the hands from  the horizontal to  a vertical or upward  force applied to  the handle/handhold  to  result in  an  increased  

vertical reaction  at the feet, and  effectively  achieving  more friction  at the floor.  (Please see “The Ergonomics of Manual  
Material  Handling”  Pg.16  “Angle of push/Pull  Force Application”  in  Supporting  Documents and  Info.) If the  
handle/handhold is not secure, these  vertical or upward forces will cause the handle to lift and  most likely separate from  

the MMH  Cart, thereby  releasing  all  of the  vertical and  horizontal force uncontrollably and  likely  cause  a fall.  Likewise,  

when an  Operator has to  apply some downward  vertical force in  order to  keep a loose or unsecured handle in  place, they  

are effectively  lifting  themselves  to  some  degree  and  reducing  the  amount  of  friction  between  their  feet  and  the floor and  

are highly likely  to cause a slip and fall.   

As part of a Grievance process involving MMH Carts with unsecured handles, my Union, along with myself, conducted a 

survey of 66 Delivery Drivers (including myself), who use MMH Carts with loose or unsecured handles on a daily basis. In 

the results of the survey, it was revealed that 43 out of the 66 Drivers surveyed (including myself), had suffered falls due 

to loose or unsecured handles separating from MMH Carts while being used. The survey also showed that 93% of surveyed 

Delivery Drivers felt that the loose handles pose a serious safety risk, and 97% believe that carts with secure handles would 

be a safer and more efficient option. (Please see “Survey Results” #’s 4,5, and 6 in Supporting Documents and Info.) While 
these numbers represent a small and local portion of Manual Material Handlers, I believe they are very possibly accurate 

on a much larger scale across the Nation wherever MMH Carts with loose or unsecured handles are being used. (Copies 

of Individual Surveys available upon request) 

Accidents involving falls due to loose handles on MMH Carts can easily be overlooked or disregarded on a basis of singular 

instances. It’s very possible that some falls of this type are simply listed as falls, and do not even address the fact that they 

involved a loose or unsecured handle on a MMH Cart. But if looked at more closely, the commonality and regularity of 

these incidents becomes undeniable. It is my sincere hope that the OSHSB, through awareness and regulation, can enact 

safe standards on MMH Cart handles within the MMH Industries, and that many accidents and injuries would be 

prevented. 



 

                  

     

            

 

         

             

      

         

 

          

  

      

      

            

         

   

         

          

          

     

         

            

     

 

 

         

               

       

  

    

 

 

 

   

 

 

Backstory 

In July of 2014 I, Matthew Cross, was severely injured when a loose cart handle separated from a MMH Cart I was trying 

to maneuver from a truck onto the lift gate. The cart became stuck and when I applied extra force the handle separated 

from the cart sending me flying and falling to the concrete below. My right arm was broken, with muscle and nerve 

damage, and it will never be the same. 

Following my injury, I was put on Light Duty at my workplace (Martin-Brower, Stockton, Ca.). While on Light Duty I saw 

many of the 100 or so other Drivers coming and going, and they all wanted to know what happened to my arm. Every time 

I explained what happened, my coworkers would have similar stories of how they also took falls due to loose handles 

separating from MMH Carts. It quickly became obvious that this was a common, yet often unreported problem. I felt a 

sense of responsibility to do something about this danger before others ended up with permanent injuries. 

Since the time of my injury I have reported to my union, written to local and corporate management, filed Grievances, 

went through arbitration processes, (copies of these communications available upon request), and a Union Steward filed 

a complaint with Cal OSHA.(The complaint was dismissed due to lack of regulations or violation thereof.) I also filed a 

Product Liability lawsuit against the manufacturer of the MMH Cart that I was using when I was Injured. The Product 

Liability lawsuit was settled when the Manufacturer, Rehrig, offered handle retention clips, an alternate MMH Cart design 

that included a mechanical means of securely attaching the loose handles to the MMH Carts, and submitted warnings to 

all past, present, and future purchasers. (Please see Rehrig Cart Warning in Supporting Documents and Info.). 

In 2016, in response to my plea for improved safety, Martin-Brower handed out Ratchet Straps to all Drivers and put the 

responsibility of securing the handles of the MMH Carts on the operators. This presents many problems. First being that 

strapping the handles requires Drivers to pull the Pre-loaded MMH Carts around into a position so that the straps could 

be applied. This initial force is the greatest force applied and it is unsecured and a major point of danger. Second, Martin-

Brower requires us to remove the straps from the MMH Carts and leave them in an unsafe condition with our customers. 

Another problem, among many others, is that applying and removing these Ratchet Straps takes extra time that Delivery 

Drivers don’t have. It is reasonably foreseeable that when strapping the handles is skipped to save time, and an accident 

involving a loose handle happens, that the Driver would be discouraged from reporting the true cause of the accident for 

fear of disciplinary action, and the danger perpetuates. 

All of this being said and done, the danger has not yet been alleviated. The Company that I work for, (Martin-Brower) has 

since stopped purchasing MMH Carts from Rehrig and is now purchasing MMH Carts with loose handles from W T Hight. 

(Please see W T Hight MMH Cart in Supporting Documents and Info., and view Video Demonstration at, 

https://youtu.be/3lJqH4I7f-g ). These W T Hight carts, (like most MMH Carts with removable handles) are unsafe, probably 

untested, and without warning or means of mechanically securing the handhold. 

Having exhausted all other avenues brings us to this Petition. A final plea for improved safety within the MMH Industries. 

Thank you all for your time and consideration, 

Matthew Cross 

Concerned Petitioner, Manual Material Handler, Delivery Driver 

https://youtu.be/3lJqH4I7f-g


 

 

 
 

 

 

ACCIDENTS/INJURIES  caused by handles separating from 
MMH Carts 

The following are accident reports from an approximate two year time frame within one company and from 
various locations across the US. These accident reports were obtained via subpoena as part of a Product Liability 
suit involving the Manufacturer of a MMH Cart with a loose and removable handle. Please keep in mind that 
these were only the reported accidents, and only within an approximate two year time slot. Each one of these 
accidents happened due to unsecured handles/handholds separating from the MMH Carts, yet six out of these 
thirteen accidents were blamed on the Operators. 

Date Type of Accident Injury 
Medical 

attention Y/N 

7/9/2012 
Backwards fall against stack of 
carts Pulled muscle left shoulder N 

1/27/2013 Fall from truck to ground Left hip Y - ER 

2/26/2013 Fall from truck to ground Back and head N 

5/18/2013 Fall from truck to ground Head, and right eye contusion Y - clinic 

6/9/2013 Backwards fall against sign post Head contusion Y - clinic 

8/22/2013 Backwards fall on lift gate Left wrist swollen, R arm scratched Y - clinic 

11/4/2013 Backwards fall into rack Right shoulder contusion Y - clinic 

12/18/2013 Fall from truck to ground Head injury Y - ER 

1/22/2014 Fall from truck to ground Possible sprain RT knee and hip Y - clinic 

7/28/2014 Fall from truck to ground Broken rt arm, torn shoulder Y - ER 

8/8/2014 Backwards fall into oil pump Left arm contusion Y - ER 

8/28/2014 Backwards fall onto concrete Back of head/neck and tailbone Y - ER 

10/20/2014 Fall from truck to ground Upper back/lung, and left hand Y - ER 

Actual redacted Injury Reports available upon request 



MMH Carts with Loose or Removable Handles

Please view

W T Hight Cart - Video Demonstration @ - 
https://youtu.be/3IJqH4l7f-g

2.a 

https://youtu.be/3IJqH4l7f-g


W T Hight Carts



Safety Precautions 
30” x 41” Delivery Cart w/31” handle   
(Product #DE003) 

Inspect wheels prior to use to ensure  
they are free of debris and stretch flm. 

Do not operate without proper 
training and authorization. 

Ensure the handle is fully engaged  
prior to loading and handle and 
handle pockets are not damaged. 

To ensure the handle is fully engaged 
in the handle pockets, handle should  
NOT be wrapped with product to  
secure loads. 

Do not overload the dolly. 

Inspect your travel path and avoid deep  
cracks, abrupt transitions or sloped  
surfaces. 

WARNING: 
Handle is not locked or secured to the dolly.  
Never attempt to apply excessive force  
while pushing or pulling the dolly as handle  
can become disengaged, resulting in injury. 

If interested in an alternate design option, such as handle retention clips, please contact your Rehrig Pacifc Company salesperson. 
Report any safety or maintenance issues to your manager or designated person within your organization. 

Learn more at rehrigpacifc.com 

http://www.rehrigpacifc.com


Global Industrial™ Steel Deck Platform Truck 36 x
24 1400 Lb. Capacity 5" Rubber Casters

Item #: WR952110

Price: $276.95
Save $13.85 with 5% off when you use
your Global Industrial Credit Card.

Save 5%† Apply Now

Quantity Discount

Buy 1-11 $276.95 ea.

Buy 12-24 $262.95 ea.

Buy 25+ $253.95 ea.

Global
Industrial™

Global
Industrial™

Global
Industrial™

Global
Industrial™ 5" x

Global
Industrial™ 36"

Customers Also Viewed

STEEL DECK TRUCK

All welded heavy duty, 14-gauge steel decks, reinforced with internal longitudinal stiffening members for extra strength. Non-marring integral corner bumpers protect
walls. Features a removable pipe handle. Bolt-on casters are double-ball race, two swivel and two rigid. Durable baked enamel finish.

Global Industrial™ Steel Deck Platform Truck 36 x 24 1400 Lb. Capacit... https://www.globalindustrial.com/p/steel-deck-truck-36-l-x-24-w-1400-l...

1 of 4 11/15/2021, 1:09 PM

https://www.globalindustrial.com/p/steel-deck-truck-36-l-x-24-w-1400-l
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I Introduction

Carts and mobile equipment are used in nearly every industry. Medication, supplies and 
patients are moved about a hospital on wheeled devices; process equipment is often on 
wheels to allow for greater flexibility in lean manufacturing facilities; office supplies and mail 
are delivered by cart, and most office chairs are fitted with casters. Nearly all manufacturing 
and distribution facilities rely on a variety of wheeled carts and equipment throughout their 
processes.

Wheeled equipment is often taken for granted and selecting the right designs, including wheels 
and casters, Is often overlooked. Careful forethought in the design of pushing or pulling tasks, 
on the other hand, will result in measurable bottom-line improvements. Without this care, the 
resulting costs to your company may be significant. This White Paper provides an overview of 
the issues involved in manual pushing and pulling, including ergonomics; cart, wheel, and caster 
design; and important operating environment factors.



II Ergonomics

Wojciech Jastrzebowski, a Polish scholar, first used the term ergonomics in 1857. He derived 
it from the Greek words ergon (work) and nomos (principle or Saw) to mean the Science of Work. 
Ergonomics has since evolved into an important bottom-line opportunity that affects all 
competitive businesses, and extends well beyond the workplace into our daily lives. In business 
terms: er-go-nom-ics \,urg-go-'nam-fks\ - Ergonomics removes barriers to quality, productivity 
and safe human performance by fitting equipment, tools, tasks, and environments to people.

A. The EcoNomics of ErgoNO ics

Health and safety issues are perhaps the most talked about costs and consequences related 
to ergonomics, yet ergonomics historically grew from the business realm of efficiency and 
quality improvements. Today, business and social forces have driven the science to encompass 
a large set of concerns, including productivity, quality, and health and safety (Figure 1). Each 
of these work factors has an associated cost, and, alone or together, they may carry a large 
hidden price tag for your company.

B. Ergonomics, ProductivitY  and Quality

Ergonomics has deep- roots in the productivity improvements that characterized much of the 
technology advancements of the 1900s. Fredric Taylor achieved dramatic productivity 
improvements in the steel industry by studying the optimal relationships between specific tools 
and tasks and the people who used the tools to perform the tasks. He was able to maximize 
the amount of material handled in a day, reducing wasted effort and increasing employee job 
security and compensation in the process.

By studying micromotions in great detai!, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth were able to assign reliable 
time estimates to each type of task (e.g., reach, grasp, move, release). Their work provided a 
framework in which to define and monitor productivity as it relates to human task motions.

Any ergonomics intervention must be viewed in light of Its effect on productivity, and the best 
ergonomics solutions will often improve efficiency. Simply put, reducing unnecessary or awkward 
postures and forces almost necessarily cuts the time and effort it takes to complete a task.

Body motions, visibility, workload, and other important ergonomic parameters will also affect 
the quality of work and the quality of work product, When a task is matched with the ability of 
the people who perform it, they make fewer errors and produce less waste.

Figure 1.A poor match 
between people, work, 
tool, and equipment 
design has financial costs 
in at least three areas: 
productivity, quality, 
and health and safety, 
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C. Ergonomics, Health, aND Safety

Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) are injuries and disorders of the muscles, nerves, tendons, 
ligaments, joints, cartilage, and spinal discs. Examples include rotator cuff tendonitis, herniated 
or ruptured lumbar discs, and carpal tunnel syndrome. MSDs can be directly and Indirectly 
related to aspects of the work or the work environment known as risk factors. Non-work activities 
and environments that expose people to these risk factors also can cause or contribute to 
MSDs. When an MSD is associated with work it is usually referred to as a Work Related 
Musculoskeletal Disorder (WRMSD or WMSD). Other similar terms Include cumulative trauma 
disorder (CTD), repetitive stress injury (RSI), and repetitive motion injury (RMI).. MSD risk factors 
can be defined as actions in the workplace, workplace conditions, or a combination thereof 
that may cause or aggravate an MSD. Exampies include forceful exertion, awkward postures, 
repetitive exertion, and exposure to environmental factors such as extreme heat, cold, humidity, 
or vibration. Often, a combination of these risk factors over time can lead to pain, injury, and 
disability. These risk factors can be reduced through informed purchasing and workplace 
design, retrofit engineering controls, administrative controls, work practice definitions, or in some 
cases, personal protective equipment.

The manner in which a risk factor leads to an injury/disorder is usually through the accumulation 
of exposure to risk factors. An event such as pushing or pulling a cart may stress soft tissues 
in the arms, shoulders, back, or legs, but the exposure may be too low for traumatic injury, 
and the tissues recover. Repeated exposure to this stress, on the other hand, may interfere 
with the normal recovery process and produce disproportionate responses and eventually an 
MSD-type injury.

Corporate initiatives designed to identify and control workplace ergonomic concerns have 
proven to be effective in reducing the incidence of MSDs and have been efficient investments 
producing measurable bottom-line benefits.



Ill  The Ergonomics of Pushing and Pulling

Manual Material Handling (MMH) tasks are physical work activities that involve exertion of 
considerable force because a particular load is heavy or the cumulative loads during a workday 
are heavy. Examples of MMH tasks include lifting or lowering, carrying, and pushing or pulling. 
This paper focuses specifically on pushing and pulling activities while using a cart or equipment 
with wheels or casters.

Researchers have identified a number of key factors that must be considered when designing 
manual pushing and pulling tasks. Surprisingly, as the following case study shows, the weight 
of the load or equipment, though significant, is not as important as most people think. It is 
the horizontal push force that matters most, and with the right caster selection and job design, 
thousands of pounds can be moved safely and efficiently.

Pushing is preferable to pulling for several reasons. You may, from your own experience, recall 
that your feet are often "run over" by the equipment when pulling. If a person pulls while facing 
in the direction of travel, the arm is stretched behind the body, placing the shoulder and back 
in a mechanically awkward posture, increasing the likelihood of painful, debilitating, and costly 
injury. Alternatively, pulling while walking backwards Is a recipe for an accident, because the 
person is unable to view the path of travel. Further, research demonstrates that people can 
usually exert higher push forces than pull forces. In some situations, pulling may be the only 
viable means of movement, but such situations should be avoided wherever possible, and 
minimized when pulling is necessary.

This paper refers to the person pushing or pulling (the operator) as "she." This is to emphasize 
an important point when designing a manual handling task: when the application of force is 
required in a task, it is often best to design for the smaller female members of the population, 
because if they can do it, presumably so can most other woman and men.

The Ergonomics of Msnuai Material Hand I Ing

AVOID PULLING 

Figure 2. Given the choice 
between pushing and pullingt 
d task should be. designed 
for pushing.

PUSHING IS PREFERABLE 



Case Study 

Applied Materials Moves 7,000 lb.
Equipment with Ease

Ergonomics engineers at Applied Materials, a manufacturer of silicon chip processing 

equipment, saw an opportunity for improvement on several fronts when they observed 

workers moving pieces of equipment that weighed up to 7,000 lbs.

When they started the project, four workers were needed each time the equipment was 

pushed. Each system was typically moved 10-14 times a day, 7 days a week, as it flowed 

through the lean manufacturing process. Each move required 2 technicians to leave their 

regular jobs to assist 2 other technicians in moving a system, creating productivity and 

workflow disruptions, and increasing the risk of error and Injuries.

Powered pallet jacks were in use in 10% of the manufacturing lines, but they did not 

perform as intended, and they lacked safety features the company wanted, The engineers 

established design goals for the new system based on safety, ergonomics principles, 

functionality, and low push force requirements. They then began scientifically testing the 

push/pull forces for prototype systems to find an optimal solution.

Their ergonomics approach proved to be a huge success. The new system involves several 

dolly designs with ergonomically designed low resistance casters, and a modified electric 

pallet jack called a "tugger.” Jon Paulsen, Ergonomics Engineering Supervisor, explains: 

"We tested six dolly and caster designs and learned that not all casters are equal. After 

four design iterations, we arrived at the new dolly and tugger design based on ergonomics, 

safety, usability on all system types and configurations, product damage avoidance, and 

cost In the end, we were able to reduce the number of technicians needed to push a 

system by 50%, leaving the others to attend to their designated work without disruption. 

When pushing the systems in a straight line, we were able to reduce the push force, 

distributed between two employees, to 60 lbs. and thus avoid using the tugger in many 

areas of our manufacturing lines. Clean room floor space is very expensive, so we wanted 

to use as little space as possible. A 60 lb. push force for a 7,000 lb. piece of equipment 

is an incredible achievement. We are very pleased with the advances In caster technology 

that allowed us to achieve this push force. Our time studies show that we increased 

productivity by almost 400% in terms of man-hours. Plus, there haven’t been any injuries 

related to this task since we instituted the new system over a year ago.”

Ell Th p F r ii n nnmi r c ni P j 1 «? h E n 0 m rJ P ul I i n d



A. Factors That Affect Pushing and Pulling

Figure 3 captures the essence of a pushing task - the person pushing must overcome the 
forces that resist motion. To generate and apply force to the equipment, she must have adequate 
friction/traction at her feet; she must be able to generate adequate strength; and she must 
apply her force to the equipment, usually through the hands. Figure 4 expands on this simple 
concept and specifies a number of important factors that define how much resistance wheeled 
equipment will produce and how much force a person will be able to generate and apply.

Figure 3. When people push 
wheeled equipment, they 
generate force and transmit 
that force through a contact 
point with the equipment. 
Friction at their feet must be 
at least equal to the resisting 
forces of the equipment, 
otherwise their feet will slip.Figure 4. Some key factors that must be considered when designing a safe and productive pushing/pulling 

task, including human factors, task factors, cart and caster design, and floor and environmental conditions.

Human Factors
• height
• weight
• age
• gender
• strength
• posture
• physiological 

capacity

Task Factors
• distance moved
• movement initiation force requirements
• sustained motion force requirements
• direction and nature of movement
• duration of pushing / pulling task

Cart / Equipment Factors
• handhold height
• handhold orientation
• handhold type
• caster/ wheel design specifications
• stability
• size
• weight

Floor / Ground Factors
• surface characteristics
• slope
• contaminants

B. Rolling Resistance: Forces That Resist Movement

The forces that resist movement, generally referred to as Rolling Resistance, define how much 
force a person must generate and apply. Several types of forces combine to resist movement 
(Figure 5):

• Dynamic, or Inertial Forces
• Forces Due to Physical Interference
• Friction Forces

The force required to push/pull wheeled equipment is always greatest at the start, just before 
movement begins. Ergonomists refer to this force as the initial, or starting force. Fortunately, 
the initial forces typically last a short time and drop to the sustained force levels once the 
acceleration and any mechanical interference at the start of movement is overcome. Once in 
motion at a relatively constant speed, the force requirement is generally lower. This force is 
called the sustained, or rolling force. Turning forces occur when the path of travel is changed 
while the equipment is already in motion, or they can occur when a cart or equipment is being 
positioned (e.g,, small motions while trying to precisely position the equipment).

Figure 5. Forces at the 
caster and wheel that resist 
movement include friction 
in the axle, friction at the 
swivel axle, and friction and 
physical interference at the 
floor-ground interface.

Initial Force
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Dynamics, or Inertia

The initial push force is always higher than the sustained force, in part because it includes the 
force required to overcome inertia. Push force is directly related to the acceleration with which 
the force is applied. The famous 17th Century scientist Isaac Newton determined the relationship 
among force, acceleration, and the mass (which is directly related to the weight) of an object 
to be:

Force = Mass * Acceleration
F = Ma

The dynamic forces exist only when the equipment is being accelerated (or decelerated). 
Acceleration occurs at the start of a push, as the load Is accelerated from a stationary position 
to some movement velocity; when the load is slowed, causing a change in velocity; and when 
the cart or equipment is turned, causing an acceleration in a new direction.

Friction at the Wheels / Casters

Whenever two surfaces are in contact, friction will resist movement between them, In "perfect” 
conditions, which exist primarily in theory, a laboratory, or other highly controlled environments, 
a hard, smooth wheel rolling on a hard, smooth surface would experience the least resistance 
to rolling. (Other factors, including diameter, tolerance in the round (concentricity), material 
resilience, and energy loss affect rolling resistance, as well.) In realistic operating environments, 
however, these perfect conditions rarely, if ever, exist. Using hard wheels under typical conditions 
will often result in higher rolling resistance, increased noise and vibration.

Friction is defined as either static (starting) or dynamic (roiling). The static forces are usually 
higher than the dynamic. Therefore, when considering the force a person needs to apply to a 
stationary piece of wheeled equipment, the initial force to create motion will almost always be 
higher than the force needed to sustain motion. This Is because acceleration is applied, and 
the static friction forces must be overcome. The starting force is also affected by physical 
interference, which is discussed in more detail below.

In a wheel or caster system, there are three locations where friction can act to resist movement, 
increasing the required push forces:

1. In the axle-wheel interface;
2. In the swivel housing (for swivel casters); and
3. At the ground-wheel interface when a wheel is slid or pivoted on a surface.

By selecting well-designed casters that utilize modern design technology and materials, resist
ance due to friction can be kept to a minimum. Friction between the wheel and the floor is 
negligible, unless it occurs from pivoting the wheel on the floor surface, or from sliding the 
wheel across the floor perpendicular to its rolling direction.
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Resistance to Rolling in the Wheel/Axle /Bearings

Typically, wheels and casters are offered with either precision bearings, which are best when 
sealed and therefore should be maintenance free, or bearings that require maintenance, such 
as cleaning and lubrication. Some wheels are offered with only a bushing and these should be 
avoided. Bearing technology has improved to the point that for better casters, the wheel 
material and diameter are actually more important than the type of bearing. However, sealed 
precision bearings provide the added advantage that they are maintenance free, Maintenance 
is often overlooked in caster selection, which can be an expensive mistake. When bearings 
become dirty or contaminated with debris, or the lubricant breaks down and is not refreshed 
through maintenance, the rolling resistance can quickly and significantly increase. If precision 
bearings are not chosen, a strict maintenance or inspection regime should be put in place to 
ensure that rolling resistance at the bearings is kept to a minimum.

Swiveling, or Turning Resistance

Three types of forces combine to resist turning: friction in the swivel housing and at the 
wheel-ground contact point; inertial forces due to acceleration applied in the turning direction; 
and any physical interference that may be present at the wheel-ground interface. When the 
cart is in motion,.and a turn is initiated over some arcing distance, the inertial forces are 
restricted to how much acceleration the operator applies in the new direction. When performing 
fine positioning, which is often a series of stops and starts, the inertial forces may have a 
greater effect due to. the accelerations and decelerations inherent in these motions. However, 
friction at the floor (or in the swivel housing for inferior or poorly maintained casters), while the 
wheel surface pivots on the floor, can add considerable force to a turning or positioning task.

Consider the contact area between the wheel material and the floor. A smaller diameter wheel, 
or a compliant wheel that “flattens" somewhat under the weight of the load, will have a larger 
contact area than a large diameter, or hard wheel material. The smaller the contact area, the 
lower the resistance as the wheel pivots in place. A compliant wheel that has a large contact 
area under loaded conditions is sometimes said to “stick" or “grip" the floor if it is pivoted 
in place.

Manufacturers design casters with an offset to reduce the force required to turn and swivel 
(see Figure 6a). The offset design, meaning the wheel is laterally offset from the point where 
the caster housing connects to the equipment, provides a horizontal lever arm between the 
equipment and the point where the wheel contacts the ground. Without this offset, a swivel 
caster would not swivel unless the equipment was moved in an arc. With the offset lever arm, 
a horizontal force applied to the equipment acts through the lever arm to pivot the wheel with 
much greater ease and with a much smaller arc of travel. When fine positioning a piece of 
equipment, the small travel arcs are very desirable.

Figure 6b shows an innovative caster design that eliminates the gripping effect all together. 
When the double wheel design pivots, the wheels roll in opposite directions and no gripping or 
pivoting occurs directly on the wheel surface. The twin wheel design reduces turning forces, 
thereby protecting the life of the caster. Also, some caster companies offer extended offset 
swivel designs that make positioning easier.

Figure 6a. A swivel offset 
helps pivot the wheel. This 
offset can be varied to suit 
the. application.

Figure 6b. Single wheel 
casters pivot on the. wheel 
surface, leading to increased 
force due. to friction and 
wheel surface damage. Twin 
wheeled casters (right) reduce 
friction and wheel damage 
by rolling when the caster 
is rotated.
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Carts and equipment with four casters are often designed with two swivel casters and two rigid 
casters. In such cases, the handhold should be on the side with the swivel casters, which 
reduces the twisting forces and motions necessary to maneuver the cart.

Physical Interference

Physical interference (i.e., a physical barrier or interference to rolling) occurs when wheel or 
floor materials deform over time or when a wheel must roll over debris or an uneven surface.

“Flat Spots" and Wheel Damage
One form of mecnanical interference is due to “flat spots” or other wheel irregularities. For 
example, if a loaded cart is left stationary for some time, the wheel or floor material may slowly 
deform, creating a small flat spot at the wheel-floor interface. On a smaller scale, this can also 
occur in the bearings. Thus, when a person begins to push the cart, she must overcome the 
"flat spots," as well as the initial forces due to static friction and acceleration.

Permanent flat soots and other wheel material damage can occur with “wear and tear," In 
particular, flat spots may develop when a non-swivel wheel Is slid across a surface perpendi
cular to the rolling direction or when a swivel wheel is pivoted in place. Caster designers use 
the offset caster to reduce this effect, but when a wheel pivots in place, there will still be 
some gripping between the wheel and the ground, and friction can wear the material to create 
flat spots and reduce wheel life. Inferior wheel material or a mismatch between wheel material 
and expected operating conditions can result in accelerated deterioration and resultant 
increases in rolling resistance,

A wheel with permanent flat spots or physical damage not only has a greater resistance to 
rolling, but also can be very noisy and create vibration, which may damage equipment, and in 
severe cases, may contribute to human vibration related injury.

Uneven Surfaces, Debris, and Embedding
Rough or uneven surfaces, debris, and other contaminants can create physical barriers to 
rolling. When a wheel encounters such physical barriers it must roll up and over that barrier. 
The forces required to do this depend upon the size of the barrier relative to the diameter of 
the wheel. For example, a small diameter wheel encountering a small stone will experience 
great resistance. As the diameter of the wheel increases, the resistance will become lower and 
lower, until the relative difference in size is so great that the small stone is more like a grain 
of sand in relation to the wheel. Wheel diameter is one of the most important factors, yet it is 
often overlooked.

The resilience of the wheel material, or how compliant it is, Is another important factor when 
a wheel rolls over physical barriers. If the wheel Is “soft,” it will deform and absorb the barrier 
to some extent. In this case, the wheel does not have to rise up and over the barrier, and the 
resistance is therefore lower. Resilient wheels also absorb shock, resulting In less vibration 
and quieter operation.
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Another consideration is "embedding," which occurs when debris gets "stuck," or embedded 
on the wheel surface. Like fiat spots on a wheel, embedded materials can result in Increased 
rolling resistance, vibration, and noise. The likelihood of debris embedding in a wheel is 
dependent on the elasticity of the wheel material. A wheel material that does not "bounce 
back" is more likely to become embedded than a material that quickly reshapes to its intended 
form. That is, a more elastic material effectively ejects the embedded debris.

Generally, a "softer," elastic wheel material Is better, unless you can be sure of a hard, clean, 
smooth floor. Often, there Is some trade-off between wheel diameter and wheel "softness."

Sloped Surfaces
You have no doubt experienced what occurs when you push wheeled equipment up or down a 
slope. On flat surfaces, the resisting forces are restricted to those previously described. When 
a slope is encountered, the weight of the equipment also comes into play, acting either against 
or for the operator.

Going down usually requires no push force, because the force created by gravity overcomes 
the other forces acting to resist movement. In fact, as the slope increases, the operator may 
have to apply pulling forces so as not to lose control of the free moving equipment. Brakes 
are recommended for wheeled equipment that has a tendency to “run” when going down 
sloped surfaces.

In the same way, gravity acts against the operator when equipment is pushed up a slope. The 
steeper thé slope, the more the equipment weight must be borne by the operator. As the slope 
approaches vertical, the operator is essentially bearing the entire weight of the equipment, 
plus any friction, physical, or dynamic forces.

Special Environments or Contaminants

Certain operating environments require specialized casters and wheel materials. For example, 
in flammable environments and medical facilities, static electricity is a significant safety 
concern, and special equipment selection is required. Clean rooms and environments where 
chemicals may be present also require special equipment selection, arid you are encouraged 
to consult with experienced manufacturers and vendors in these situations.
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Starting, Rolling, Turning, Stepping, and Positioning

To better understand the forces in a typical pushing/pulling task, imagine a task that requires 
moving a cart some distance, turning the cart around a corner, and then stopping and positioning 
it at the end of the route. There are four phases in this task:

• Starting or Initial Force
• Rolling or Sustained Force
• Turning Force
• Stopping or Positioning Force

Starting
To start the motion, the operator must overcome inertial forces, friction forces, and any other 
mechanical/physical forces that may be due to such factors as flat spots on the wheel, debris 
or irregularities on the floor. If a caster is turned, additional resistance must be overcome until 
it aligns in the direction of travel. Under typical conditions, the force to Initiate movement (the 
starting or initial force) is always higher than the force to sustain movement.

Rolling
Once started, the operator usually does not need to apply much, if any, acceleration. Therefore, 
the inertial forces either go to zero or become low once moving at a relatively constant velocity. 
(Remember, any change in velocity means acceleration. So, If the operator tries to speed up, 
slow down, or turn, inertial forces will occur.) Once in motion, at a relatively constant velocity, 
the forces resisting movement are restricted to friction and physical interference from wheel 
or floor irregularities, and momentum tends to keep the equipment in motion.

Turning
Two primary forces combine when the cart is turned: inertia due to acceleration in a new 
direction and friction in the swivel housing and between the floor and the wheel. The cart's 
momentum, which is related to its mass (weight), wants to carry the cart in the direction it was 
traveling, so the operator must overcome that by applying higher forces in the new direction. A 
well-designed and maintained caster will have low frictional resistance to turning at the bearings 
in the caster housing, so the real friction concern is related to any pivoting at the wheel/ground 
interface. Swivel casters are designed with an offset for this very purpose, as discussed 
previously. Depending on the weight of the cart, the acceleration at which it is turned, and the 
friction at the casters, the turning forces can be significant. The result is that an operator will 
need to apply new forces in new directions, often in asymmetric body postures and muscle 
exertions, which can increase the likelihood of injury.

Stopping/Positioning
If, at the end of the travel route, the operator can simply release the cart and let it roll to a stop 
on its own, there is no need to apply any force. However, if it must be stopped or positioned 
in a specific place, the forces can be significant and multidirectional in the case of positioning. 
Such multidirectional forces can expose the operator to potentially hazardous postures and 
muscle exertions. Stopping, in terms of inertial forces, is the same as starting, but additional 
force is applied to decelerate, rather than accelerate. Positioning is a series of starting, stopping, 
and turning forces, which are typically the highest force conditions required in a pushing task.
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C. Factors That Affect a Person’s Ability to Push or Pull

So far, this paper has focused on the forces that combine to resist movement, It is the operator 
- a person - that must generate and apply enough force to overcome the resistance. 
Additionally, there must be enough traction, or friction at the feet for the person to success
fully apply the push/pull force without slipping. We will now focus on the factors that affect a 
person's ability to safely and effectively complete a pushing and pulling task.

Ergonomists seek to design work, tools, equipment, etc., to fit as many people as possible in 
the expected user population. The rule that “one size does not fit all" becomes apparent in 
every situation,

Perhaps the most frustrating part about designing equipment for use by people is that we have 
very little control over the size, shape, age, physical strength, etc., of the people who will use 
the equipment. Certain design features can influence how people will use the equipment, but 
there is still much variability in who uses it and the way they use it in the real world. There are 
occasions when a push/pull task might be designed for one specific person. However, In most 
workplaces, any given task may be completed by a variety of people.

When there is little control over the size and abilities of the people in a process, ergonomists 
recommend designing or selecting easily adjustable equipment that each user can fine-tune 
for his or her particular needs and abilities. Where adjustable equipment is not feasible, 
ergonomists recommend designing for the reasonably expected worst-case scenario, with the 
goal being a design that makes the task safe and efficient for the greatest number of people 
in the expected user population. For pushing and pulling, it is often the required force that 
dictates who can and cannot perform the task, so we want to design for the lower strength 
capabilities in the user population. Therefore, we usually select the 5th, 10th, or 25th percentile 
female as our lower strength design limit. If she can accomplish the task safely, we expect that 
larger and stronger people will also be able to do so.

Three primary analysis and design perspectives can be applied to determine appropriate 
design limits for manual material handling work: psychophysics, biomechanics, and physiological 
approaches (Figure 7).

Biomechanics

Biomechanical research and analysis is an approach ergonomists use to establish strength, 
force, and posture guidelines. Biomechanical methods use posture, gender, anthropometry 
(body size), and push/pull forces to calculate resultant muscle force requirements and bone 
and joint compression forces. The calculated values are then compared to accepted limits for 
working populations. Biomechanical analysis methods are useful when analyzing high exertion 
tasks, but often do not consider the effects of the dynamics, repetition, or duration of the task 
or job.

Figure 7. The three primary 
analysis and design perspec
tives used by ergonomists
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Physiology

When a manual material handling job requires highly repetitive, fast paced, or forceful exertions, 
Physical Work Capacity (PWC) and fatigue must be considered. Each person has a unique PWC, 
which is a measurement of maximum aerobic capacity, or metabolic expenditure capabilities. 
Your PWC is affected by age (decreases with age), fitness, gender (men typically have a higher 
PWC than women), maximum heart rate, and the energy demands of the job (repetition, exertion 
levels, and duratlon/length of time spent performing the job). When physiological limits are 
exceeded, fatigue occurs, and in severe cases, a person's cardiovascular system may be 
stressed to the point of heart failure. This is especially important to consider If the expected 
user population for a physically demanding job will include older or “out of shape" people, 
which is a reasonable expectation when designing for the general working population.

The body also produces heat, which must be dissipated at a rate high enough that the body 
temperature does not rise and cause heat stress, or even death. The rate at which heat can 
be dissipated depends on a variety of physiological factors, and is affected by clothing, external 
temperatures, humidity, and air movement.

Psychophysics

The psychophysical approach has proven to be very useful when designing a new push/pull 
task or when analyzing an existing task. The psychophysical approach to evaluate or design 
manual handling tasks was pioneered by Snook, Ciriello, and their associates at the Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Company Research Center. These studies, conducted since 1967, culminated 
in an extensive published data set in 1991.

In simple terms, psychophysics is a research method that takes human perceptions into 
account. Liberty Mutual successfully applied the method to Iifting/lowering tasks, carrying 
tasks, and pushing/pulling tasks. For pushing and pulling, they developed a set of guidelines 
based on these key factors:

• Type of Task
• Type of Force
• Gender of the Person
• Percent of the Industrial Working Population that Should be Able to Safely Perform the 

Push or Pull
• Distance of the Push or Pull
• Height of the Hands from the Floor When Performing the Push or Pull
• Frequency or Repetition of the Task

In "Guide to Designing a Push/Pull Task," to follow, data from the Liberty Mutual Studies will 
be presented that will help you Identify the appropriate push/pull forces for your situation.
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Handholds

Most carts have handholds of one kind or another. Handholds are important, because they 
send a message to the person regarding where and how to apply force to the equipment. Some 
equipment may not have designated handholds, and the person therefore seeks the most 
convenient or mechanically advantageous method to apply force. When equipment Is to be 
moved manually, it is advisable to incorporate designated handholds or a surface area that will 
provide good force application contact points for the person.

As a matter of safety, handholds should not require or encourage the person to have the 
hands, fingers, or arms protruding to the side of the equipment, because a crushing injury 
between the equipment, walls, and other equipment is very likely in such instances.

Handhold Height
Handhold height is important because it defines, in part, what posture the person will assume. 
Unfortunately, there is no single handle height that Is “correct” for ail people. Figure 8 demon
strates the effect of handhold height on posture, snowing a small female and a large male 
reaching to the same height. A height that Is appropriate for the small female may cause the 
large male to bend or stoop. Likewise, a handle height preferred by the tali male will cause the 
small female to reach up, This is significant, because the force a person is able to generate 
is directly related to posture.

An adjustable handle system is one way to accommodate people of most sizes, but such 
adjustability may not be feasible for some applications, and few vendors offer adjustable features 
at the time of this writing; Another approach is a handhold system that offers continuous 
vertical handies that can be grasped anywhere along their length or a series of handholds at 
different heights.

Handhold Width
Operators should be able to contact handholds as near as safely possible to the outer edge of 
a cart, avoiding crushing injuries, but providing ample leverage for turning and positioning.

Handhold Type
Handle type can significantly influence the amount of force a person can apply through the 
hands. Ergonomists refer to the hand-equipment interface as “coupling,’’ and research shows 
that poor coupling can lead to as much as a 65% decrease in push-pull force capabilities.

In general, a handle should be shaped so that it does not concentrate pressure on any specific 
part of the hand (i.e., it should not have sharp edges, pronounced ridges, etc.). The person 
should be able to grip the handle with a power grip, meaning the fingers and the palm of the 
hand should be in- contact with the handle. The fingers should not overlap, and the handle 
should be wide enough to accommodate the entire hand.

A handhold that accommodates a grip (i.e., the fingers wrap around it) is required for pulling 
tasks. However, pushing capabilities are comparable with or without handles, as long as there 
is a good surface for stable hand-equipment coupling.

Figure 8. Handhold height. 
is important because if 
defines, in part, the posture 
a person will assume, and 
a person's ability to generate 
a push /pull force is directly 
related to posture.
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Figure 9. When significant 
force must be applied by the 
operator, she will assume a 
posture that maximizes her 
ability to generate high forces 
using her large muscle groups, 
and extending her feet behind 
her center of gravity, requiring 
high foot-floor friction forces 
(top). Al lower forces, the 
operator will stand in a more 
upright posture (bottom).

Body Posture

The human musculoskeletal system is essentially a series of mechanical levers. Each muscle 
begins on one bone and attaches, across a joint, to an adjacent bone. The position of the joint 
- the posture - defines the length and position of the muscle and lever arms. Some postures 
are more mechanically advantageous than others, and a person is able to produce a greater 
amount of force in these optimal postures than she is in an awkward posture. Also, certain 
muscle groups are bigger and more powerful than others, and a person is able to generate the 
largest forces when these muscle groups are used, especially when they are used in their 
optimal exertion postures. This is evident when you see a person pushing an object that 
requires excessive force; she will attempt to align her body with the horizontal force requirement, 
such as the posture pictured in Figure 9. In such a posture, the person is able to use the large 
muscle groups in the legs and torso. This person has the added benefit of using part of her 
own body weight to generate the force.

The best posture for starting a push is not necessarily the best posture for pushing once the 
equipment is in motion. Balance, as related to foot placement, becomes a primary factor, and 
the appropriate posture will become more upright in many movement situations (e.g., Figure 9.)

Foot Positioning

The posture used while pushing is defined in large part by the height of the handholds and the 
location of the feet. A person is able to generate the greatest push force when the feet are 
separated, one foot some distance ahead of the other (e.g., Figure 9.) In this posture, the rear 
foot, and sometimes the front foot as well, may be behind the body's center of gravity (or ahead 
of the body's center of gravity in the case of pulling). Thus, if the person loses her footing or 
handhold, a fall can occur. Forces that require this level of exertion should be avoided in 
pushing tasks, especially if the task is repetitive. Such high forces will also be beyond the safe 
performance of many workers.

Friction Forces, or “Traction” at the Feet

Friction forces at the foot/floor are one of the most important, yet often the most overlooked, 
factors in pushing and pulling tasks. Isaac Newton, who stated the previously discussed F=Ma 
relationship, also observed the physical law that for every force on a body, there is an equal 
and opposite reaction force. In the case of pushing, whatever force is applied to the equipment 
by the hands must be reacted to by an equal force at the foot/floor interface. If, for instance, 
you apply 30 lbs. of horizontal force to a cart handle, the friction force at your feet must be 
equal to 30 lbs. If the foot slips easily on the floor, meaning there is a low coefficient of friction 
(COF) between the shoe and the floor, the amount of force a person can apply to the equipment 
will be limited to the amount of friction force or traction at the feet. Furthermore, if the person 
has limited traction at the feet, she is unable to safely optimize her posture by leaning into the 
equipment (or away in the case of pulling), because her feet will begin to slip, and she may 
completely lose balance and fall.

Researchers have shown that a person pushing with good traction (high COF, e.g., 0.6 or more) 
can generate as much as 50% more force than when pushing in a poor traction (low COF, e.g., 
0.3 or less) environment.
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Increased Vertical 

Force

Angle of Push/Pull Force Application

The force required to move a cart or equipment is in the plane horizontal to movement. That 
is, for a cart being pushed on a flat surface, the most effective force application will be in the 
direction parallel to the floor. In an actual pushing situation, however, the person may be 
unable to apply her force exactly in the horizontal direction. For example, a high or low handle 
height may make it difficult or impossible to align her body in such a way as to apply a strong 
horizontal exertion. In other cases, the person will intentionally apply force to the handholds 
at some angle from the horizontal in order to increase her foot/floor traction. She can increase 
the vertical reaction force at her feet, and thus her foot/floor traction, by applying an upward- 
forward force at the handholds. Likewise, if she is pulling, she can increase traction by applying 
an upward-reward force to the handholds, resulting in an increased vertical reaction force at 
her feet.

Applying a downward-forward push force does not help foot traction, but it does allow her to 
utilize body weight to her advantage.

Length of Travel

The amount of force a person can apply is also influenced by how far the equipment must be 
pushed. The amount of force a person can sustain decreases as the distance traveled increases.

Frequency, or Repetition of Task

Repetition, or frequency, is typically related to the job or task cycle. For instance, if a task cycle 
includes pushing equipment five times every hour, then the repetition rate is 5/hour, or 
0.083/minute. As repetition increases, the force a person can exert decreases, especially as 
the length of time (duration) of the task increases. Repetition increases metabolic demand, 
and also reduces the amount of time body tissues have to recover between loading.

Duration of Task

The duration of a task or job is simply the length of time it is performed. For example, if a worker 
pushes equipment for 8 hours a day, the duration of that pushing task is 8 hours. In this case, 
duration is not the duration of a single exertion, but the duration of the push/pull task in a 
given day.

Clearly, performing a pushing/pulling task for 8 hours a day will be more taxing than doing the 
same for 1 hour per day. Therefore, a person will be able to push with a higher force in a lower 
duration job than in a high duration job.
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IV Quick Guide to Designing a Push / Pull Task

If a pushing/pulling job is to be performed manually, your primary goal is to minimize the 
forces required by the operator to initiate and sustain rolling, turning, and positioning. Five main 
topics must be considered in order to design a safe and productive push/pull task:

A. The people
B. Task design
C. Operating environment and floor conditions
D. Cart or equipment design
E. Caster and wheel design

Liberty Mutual insurance Company has published a large set of data, commonly referred to as 
the "Snook Tables,1' that can be used to determine the appropriate force levels for straight line 
pushing tasks. The entire data set, including many combinations of pushing and pulling activities 
for both males and females, is too extensive to reproduce here. However, a useful subset of 
the data is available in the Appendix.

If the task requires turning or positioning, special attention must be paid to those additional 
force demands. Often, a wheel and caster will perform differently when traveling in a straight 
line than It will when being turned. Further, the design, location and configuration of wheels 
and casters on the equipment can have a significant effect on the force requirements. Turning 
and positioning requirements must be reviewed and treated on a case-by-case basis, and 
wheel and caster designs should be carefully reviewed with your caster supplier. In some 
cases, an effective task design involves both manual pushing and pulling segments and 
mechanically assisted segments, as demonstrated in the case study previously discussed.

Also, where force levels cannot be reduced to acceptable levels through design and caster 
selection, administrative controls such as assigning two people to perform the task may be an 
option (although, design solutions that minimize potential hazards are always preferable to 
administrative approaches).
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A. The People

Unless you are designing for a specific person, you will usually try to design for the widest 
range of people you might expect to perform the task. In most workplaces, you have little 
control over who will perform any given job. Even if you know the person or people that are 
performing it today, that can quickly change. Therefore, in most cases, the following will apply:

Design Force Requirements for the Smaller Female
A small female is likely to be able to generate the least amount of force overall and therefore 
represents a reasonable “worst-case." Companies in the United States often design manual 
material handling tasks so that at least 75% of the female population and 99% of the male 
population can safely perform them. If you wish to be more conservative in your design, meaning 
you will protect a larger portion of the working population, you might design for 90% or more 
of the female population to make the job more accessible to a wider population of workers.

Match Footwear With Floor Conditions to Maximize Traction
To avoid slipping, researchers suggest a COF of 0.6 or greater.

B. Task Design

Use the Data In the Appendix to Explore the Effects of Distance Pushed, 
Repetition, and Duration of Task on Push Force Limits

Depending on task, equipment, and operator factors, you will find that acceptable force levels 
for females can range from as low as 13 lbs. to as high as 57 lbs.

Th« Ergonomics of Man u al Material Handling I
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C . OPERATING ENVIRONM ENT

A good match between the wheel diameter, wheel material, and the rolling surface conditions 
is of utmost importance. The following genera! rules apply:

The Rougher or More Uneven the Rolling Surface, the Larger the Wheel Diameter 
Should Be.

Even in facilities with very smooth floors, the operator often crosses cracks, seams, expansion 
joints, grates, door thresholds, or other surface irregularities that can cause a small diameter 
wheel to stop. A larger diameter wheel will roll over such irregularities with relative ease.

The Mote Potential for Floor Debris, the Larger the Wheel Diameter Should Be
Debris on the rolling surface is much the same as a rough or uneven surface.

Special Conditions: OR, Grease, Chemicals, Etc.
Floor contaminants can reduce the traction between the shoes and floor, making it difficult and 
dangerous for the person to apply the necessary push/pull forces, and may also interfere with 
caster maintenance and function. Consult a qualified caster supplier to match wheels and 
casters to your conditions.

Special Environments: Special Floor Coatings, Dust, High Moisture or Wash Down, 
Extreme Temperatures, Etc.

In some industries, carts and equipment must be washed regularly, and the casters must 
therefore be able to withstand this without detriment to their performance. Consult a qualified 
caster supplier to match wheels and casters to your conditions.

The Path of Travel Should Be Free of Obstacles, and the Operator Should have 
Clear Visibility In the Direction of Travel

Implement Effective Floor Inspection and Maintenance Procedures
Floor maintenance and housekeeping can have a dramatic effect on the forces experienced by 
the operator, the stability of the load, the life of the equipment, etc.
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D. Cart or EquipmeNt DesigN

Optimally, each -person should be able to select their own point of contact, either through an 
adjustable handle system, or a continuous handle system that may be grasped at the height 
of choice. The following general rules apply:

For Pushing, Handhold Height Should Be Between Elbow and Hip Height
Since elbow and hip heights vary from person to person, there is no single recommended 
handhold height for pushing. If an adjustable height horizontal handle or continuous vertical 
handles are supplied, a range of approximately 29 in. to 47 in. will accommodate about 90% 
of the American working population.

For Pulling, Handhold Height Should Be Between Hip Height and Knee Height, 
and the Handhold May Need to Be Offset From the Equipment to Ensure Adequate 

Foot Clearance
Since hip and knee heights vary from person to person, there Is no single recommended 
handhold height for pulling, if an adjustable height horizontal handle or continuous vertical 
handles are supplied, a range of approximately 18 in. to 39 in. will accommodate about 90% 
of the American working population.

The Loaded Cart or Equipment Should Be Stable
An unstable load can fall and injure people, and damage equipment and product. Load 
Instability can also increase the amount of required force, as the operator attempts to control 
the load, Further, if the load begins to fall, the person may attempt to catch It, resulting in 
sudden exposure to high forces, a common cause of injury.

Handholds Should Not Extend Beyond the Sides of Equipment
Extending body parts beyond the side of the equipment exposes them to crushing injuries. 

A Handle Is Required for Effective Pulling, But Not Always for Pushing
For pulling, the best grip is a power grip (using the palm, fingers and thumb). The fingers 
should not overlap, and the handle should be wide enough to accommodate the entire hand. 
For a cylindrical handle, this equates to about a 1.5 In. to 2.0 in. diameter (3.8 cm. to 5.1 cm.), 
and at least 5 inches in length to accommodate the width of the hand. Pushing can be performed 
with such a handle, or the person can apply force to a flat surface, as long as the coupling is 
good and the hands do not slip or contact edges, sharp protrusions or other pressure points. 
For most applications, a designated handhold is advisable.
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E. Caster and Wheel Selection

Selecting the right caster and wheel design can be the most critical part of your manual 
push/pull task design, because reducing the rolling and turning forces reduces the forces that 
the person must apply. There are numerous casters on the market, and a competent supplier 
can and should assist you in selecting the right design for your specific application. Important 
goals include:

Understand the Specific Task, Operating Conditions, Environment, and the People 
that will be Performing the Work Before Beginning Caster Selection

Do your homework before talking to vendors.

Match Wheel Material and Diameter with Floor Surface Conditions
This may involve a trade-off between wheel material characteristics and wheel diameter.

Match Weight of Loaded Equipment with Load Ratings for Specific Casters
A general rule is that each caster should be able to withstand at least 1/3 of the total load 
weight by itself.

Locate Swivel Casters Under the Handholds
Often a cart will have two swivel casters and two rigid casters. For such designs, the swivel 
casters should be located on the same side of the cart as the handholds.

Brakes May Be Needed If Heavy Loads Will Be Moved On Sloped Surfaces

Test Potential Wheels and Casters Under Actual Operating Conditions
Remember, your goal is to match the horizontal force requirements with the force levels you 
determined using the data in the Appendix. For best results, test tn actual operating conditions 
using a push-pull force gauge to measure Initial (starting), sustained (rolling), and turning forces.

A Mix of Manual and Assisted Pushing and Pulling May Be Needed in Some Situations 

Sometimes one or more people can perform parts of an equipment movement task, but other 
parts of the same task may require powered assistance due to elevated force requirements 
(e.g., going up or down a slope).
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This paper focuses on some of the ergonomics issues involved with manual pushing or pulling 
activities. Ergonomics is an applied science that is used to improve human performance. 
Companies can expect to improve bottom-line measures in productivity, quality, health and 
safety, and other product and process areas by applying ergonomics principles. By studying 
a task or job in detail, and carefully matching equipment and people with those demands, 
surprisingly heavy loads and equipment can be manually moved, safely and efficiently. In some 
cases, depending on required task factors such as repetition, distance traveled, force 
requirements, and handhold locations, a combination of manual and assisted material handling 
can be used. This is effective where mechanical devices perform "brute force” tasks that may 
expose people to injury.

Understanding the task requirements, operating environment and conditions, and the people 
that will perform the work when selecting carts, casters and wheels will pay off.

V  Conclusion
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VII Appendix: Liberty Mutua! (“Snook") Data

The following data is a useful subset (females only) of data published in: Ciriello, V.M., and 
Snook, S.H., (1991), "The Design of Manual Handling Tasks: Revised Tables of Maximum 
Acceptable Weights and Forces." Ergonomics, 34(9), pp. 1197-1213. The entire data set, 
including many combinations of pushing and pulling activities for both males and females, is too 
extensive to reproduce here.

Table 1 summarizes initial push force data for the more conservative approach of designing for 
90% of the female population. Table 2 summarizes the same for 75% of the female population. 
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the same for sustained (rolling) push forces. Note that some of the 
data is italicized, which means that exposing a person to those push conditions may exceed 
her physiological capabilities if carried out over an 8-hour or more work day, which can result 
in fatigue, or even cardiovascular failure.

Vertical 
distance 

from floor 
to hands

Horizontal Distance Traveled 
2.1 m 15.2 m 45.7 m 61 m 

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
6s 12 s 1 m 5 m 8h 25 s 1 m 2 m 5 m 8h 1 m 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h

57 cm 11 12 14 16 18 9 12 12 13 15 11 12 12 13 15 10 11 12 13
89 ent 14 15 17 20 22 11 14 14 16 17 12 14 15 16 18 12 13 14 16
135 cm 14 15 17 20 22 12 14 14 15 17 12 13 14 15 17 12 13 14 15

Table, t. Initial push forces that should be acceptable for 90 percent of all female mockers, and therefore most 
males, as well. All force values are in kg (multiply value by 2.2 to convert to lb).

Table 2. Initial push forces that should be acceptable for 75 percent of all female workers, and therefore most 
males, as well. All force values are in kg (multiply value by 2.2 to convert to lb).

Vertical 
distance 

from floor 
to hands

Horizontal Distance Traveled 
2.1 m 15.2 m 45.7 m 61 m 

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
6s 12 s 1 m 5 m 8h 25 s 1 m 2m 5 m 8h 1 m 2m 5 m 30 m 8h 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h

57 cm 14 15 17 19 21 11 14 15 16 18 13 14 15 16 18 12 13 14 16
89 cm 17 18 21 24 27 14 17 17 19 21 15 16 18 19 21 15 16 17 19
135 cm 17 18 21 24 27 15 17 17 19 21 15 16 17 19 21 14 15 17 19

Vertical
distance
from floor
to hands

Horizontal Distance Traveled
2.1 m 15.2 m 45.7 m 61 m

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
6s 12 s 1 m 5 m 8h 25 s 1 m 2 m 5m 8h 1 m 2m 5 m 30 m 8h 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h

57 cm 5 6 8 9 12 5 6 6 7 9 5 5 5 6 7 4 4 4 6
89 cm 6 7 9 10 13 5 6 7 7 19 5 6 6 6 8 4 4 5 6
135 cm 6 8 10 11 14 5 6 6 7 9 5 5 5 6 8 4 4 4 6

* Bolded valuees in the above table indicate conditions that exceed 8 hour physiological criteria.

Table 3. Sustained push forces that should be acceptable for 90 percent of all female workers, and therefore
99 percent of males, as well. All force values are in kg (multiply value by 2.2 to convert to lb}.

Vertical 
distance 

from floor 
to hands

Horizontal Distance Traveled 
2.1 m 15.2 m 45.7 m 61 in

Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
6s 12s 1 m 5 m 8h 25 s 1 m 2m 5 m 8h 1 m 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h 2 m 5 m 30 m 8h

57 cm 7 9 11 13 17 7 9 9 10 13 7 7 8 8 11 6 6 6 8
89 cm 8 11 13 15 19 7 9 10 11 14 7 8 8 9 12 6 6 7 9
135 cm 9 12 14 16 21 7 9 9 10 13 7 8 8 8 11 6 6 6 9

* Bolded valuees in the above table indicate conditions that exceed 8 hour physiological criteria.

Table 4. Sustained push forces that should be acceptable for 75 pere cut of all female workers, and therefore 
most males, as well. All force values are in kg (multiply value by 2.2 io convert to lb}.
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Cart Grievance Driver Survey Summary 

In July 2021, in preparation for Arbitration for the Cart Grievance dated 7/03/2019, 

Teamsters Local 439 and I, Matthew Cross, collaborated to develop a survey to 

address the conditions of carts and the red tag system at Martin-Brower Stockton, 

and to give all drivers a voice in the matter. 

On July 12, 2021, 107 surveys were handed out to drivers. At the time of the survey, 

there were 9 drivers absent, leaving 98 drivers to receive the survey. Out of the 98, 

66 drivers responded between July 12 and August 26, 2021. 

We want to thank everyone who responded with the surveys. We want to assure 

you that we are doing everything we can to make our voices heard. 

The results are summarized in the following report. All Driver comments are listed 

at the end of the report. 



 

          

 

 
         

  

 

      

 Assuming average truckload of 30  carts: 6.8/30 =  22.7%  of carts are bad.  
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Cart Grievance Driver Survey Response Summary  

There is currently a grievance that has been in arbitration for over a year that affects all present and future drivers with 

Martin Brower. The grievance addresses the condition and potential safety risks of the carts we use on a daily basis. 

1.  How many faulty/inoperable carts would you estimate that you experience during an average route?  

Answer 2, 2 ,2, 10, 1, 15, 5, 10,  5, 4, 5, 30, 12, 2, 14, 15, 10, 28, 3, 3, 3, 6, 7, 5, 5, 7, 6, 10, 2, 6, 10, -, 6, 5, 5, 

7, 10, 10, 3, 5, 4, 7, 6, 10, 8, 4, 4, 5, 7, 5, 7, 7, 6, 4, 7, 6, 4, 5, 8, 4, 1, 10, 3, 10,4, 3. 

Total = 445/65 = 6.8 average bad carts on any given truck. 

2. Current company policy states that during deliveries if you encounter a faulty/inoperable cart, you are to simply

restack product onto an operable cart. (Check all that apply)

1) I agree this is an efficient solution. Total: 8

2) I just use extra force to get the cart where it needs to go. Total: 34

3) There are too many faulty/inoperable carts to restack all the product. Total: 35

4) There is not enough time in my route to restack product. Total 54

5) Other. Total: 1
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This chart shows that over 80% of drivers feel there is not enough time on their 

routes for restacking product, and they find other means of dealing with bad carts. 
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3. I encounter unavoidable abrupt transitions, sloped surfaces, deep cracks and bumps, and slippery surfaces at 

delivery sites and in the delivery trailer. 

1)  Never. Total: 0 

2) 0%-10% of the time. Total: 4 

3) 10%-25% of the time. Total: 8 

4) 25%-50% of the time. Total 10 

5) 50%-75% of the time. Total: 20 

6)  75%-Always. Total: 24 

Chart Title 

This graph shows that 2/3 of surveyed drivers feel that they encounter unavoidable 

abrupt transitions, sloped surfaces, deep cracks and bumps, and slippery surfaces at 

delivery sites and in the delivery trailer on over half of their deliveries. 
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4. Carts with loose, mismatched, or missing handles pose a serious safety risk. 

1) I Agree. Total: 61 

2) I Disagree. Total: 4 

__ 

__ 

This chart shows that 93% of surveyed drivers feel that carts with loose, mismatched, 

or missing handles pose a serious safety risk. 

5. Carts with secured or fixed handles would be a safer and more efficient option. 

1) I Agree. Total: 64 

2) I Disagree. Total: 1 

This chart shows that 97% of surveyed drivers feel that carts with secured or fixed 

handles would be a safer and more efficient option. 
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6. Cart handles coming out and separating from loaded carts while maneuvering have: (Check all that apply) 

1) Never been a problem. Total: 1 

2) Made me feel unsafe. Total: 51 

3) Caused me to fall one time. Total: 8 

4) Caused me to fall multiple times. Total: 35 

5) Caused me to stumble one time. Total: 6 

6) Caused me to stumble multiple times. Total: 44 

7) Caused delivery site receiving personnel accidents that I have witnessed. Total: 17 

8) Other. Total: 1 
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1 out of 4 surveyed drivers have stated that they’ve witnessed delivery site receiving personnel (our 

customers) suffer accidents due to cart handles coming out during the use of loaded carts. This graph 

shows that 77% of surveyed drivers feel unsafe without a secure gripping point on the carts and 65% 

have had falls due to handles separating from carts while in use, 53% suffering multiple falls. This 

graph also shows that handles separating from carts has caused 75% of surveyed drivers to stumble 

with 66% having near falls multiple times. 
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7. I believe the handle straps used to secure the handles to the carts: 

Are an efficient solution. Total: 8 

 Take  too  much time to apply and remove. Total:  34  

Are an ineffective solution. Total: 30 

I do not know about handle straps. Total: 17 
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This graph shows that about 50% of surveyed drivers believe that handle straps take 

too much time to apply and remove and are ineffective. At the time of the survey, 25% of 

surveyed drivers did not know about handle straps. 
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8. MB instructs drivers to push carts, and not pull, in order to make use of the carts safer. 

This makes sense. Total:  13  

This is unrealistic. Total: 53 

This graph shows that 80% of surveyed drivers agree that it’s unrealistic to push carts, 
and not pull, in order to make use of the carts safer. 
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9. Practical use of the carts allows me to push, and not pull, approximately: 

1) Never. Total: 12 

2) 10%-25% of the time. Total: 26 

3) 25%-50% of the time. Total: 17 

4) 50%-75% of the time. Total: 7 

5)  75% - Always. Total: 0 

This chart shows that 61% of surveyed drivers estimate that they are able to push and 

not pull carts approximately 25% of the time or less. Another 27% of surveyed drivers 

estimate that practical use of the carts allows pushing, not pulling, 25%-50% the time. 
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10. When moving a cart out of the trailer and onto the lift gate, carts can be pushed instead of pulled 

approximately: 

1) Never. Total: 30 

2) 10%-25% of the time. Total: 26 

3) 25%-50% of the time. Total: 9 

4) 50%-75%of the time. Total: 0 

5)  75% - Always. Total: 0 

This graph shows that 46% of surveyed drivers feel that carts can never be pushed 

instead of pulled when moving a cart out of the trailer and onto the lift gate. Another 

40% of surveyed drivers feel that carts can be pushed from trailer onto lift gate less than 

only 10%-25% of the time. The remaining surveyed drivers feel that carts can be pushed 

from trailer onto lift gate only 25%-50% of the time. 
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11. Red tag system: Do you believe the current red tag system efficiently identifies and removes faulty/inoperable 

carts from service? 

Yes. Total: 3 

 No. Total: 61  

95% of drivers did not feel that the red tag system efficiently identified and removed 

faulty/inoperable carts from service at the time of this survey. 

*If no, please select why (check all that apply): 

1) Not enough time for drivers to inspect, tag, and sort returning carts during routes. Total: 29 

2) Paper red tags attached to inoperable carts with wire ties are torn from carts before carts can be removed 

from service. Total: 37 

3) Carts with red tags are often put back into service without repair. Total: 53 

4) Carts should be inspected and sorted by designated cart repair personnel between clean-out and going 

back into service to be loaded. Total: 43 

5) Other. Total: 1 
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This chart describes the various reasons that surveyed drivers felt that the current red 

tag system did not efficiently identify and remove faulty/inoperable carts from service, 

at the time of this survey. 
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12. I believe a secured red tag, that can only be removed by repair personnel, would greatly improve the red tag/tag-

out system. 

I Agree. Total: 56 

I Disagree. Total: 7  

This chart shows that 88% of surveyed drivers believe that a secured red tag, that can 

only be removed by repair personnel, would greatly improve the red tag/tag-out 

system. 
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Cart Grievance Survey  - Driver Comments  

Current company policy states that during deliveries,  if you encounter a 

faulty/inoperable cart, you are to simply restack product onto an operable 

cart.  

“Me,  using extra force is a safety hazard  I  should  not be doing.”  

“Warehouse puts wrong handles in  carts.  Some fit,  some don’t.  I’ve  complained  about 

handles for years, no one cares! They don’t  use  them! It’s the driver’s problem!”  

“Use EPJ to get in  store and  leaves black marks to get in  store.”  

“I  use pallet jack to put product where  it needs to go.”  

“Not only handles, but the wheels are equally to blame for accidents.”  

“It’s easy to say that when  they are not re-stacking the carts themselves.”  

“Even  if  it wasn’t  for electric  pallet jacks, at least one store per route  would  not get  
delivered, or the driver would  have to lay over from  wasting too much  time fixing carts.”  

“Sometimes I  replace  the wheels with  spares.”  

“There’s too  many carts with  obvious issues, mainly bad w heels. It also h appens to be  the 

ones containing the heaviest items.  Sometimes the jack is inaccessible and c auses too  much  

strain.”  



 

 

 

 

 “I  have to warn  customers  of  the hazard  of  the cart when they  are there  so  they wont get 

injured! When  customers help  it’s still very difficult to maneuver bad  carts!”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.   Cart handles coming out and separating from loaded carts while 

maneuvering have:  

Comments:  

“I’ve  witnessed  numerous slips and  accidents to McDonalds personnel”  

“Have no control  of cart!”  

“Bad  handles together with  improper shrink wrap  makes pulling  carts very dangerous”  

“It’s aggravating,  use other methods”  

“I  have received  at least two  broken  ribs and  many cuts on  legs, elbows due to falling  
because handles have come out! I’ve had  many drivers complain  about handles but are 

afraid  to say anything!”  

“If you  push  the cart,  you  can’t  see where  you  are going”  

“Handles that do not come off would  be a smart option”  

“If pushed  out,  product would  fall off cart when  stopping at lift gate  end  plate.”  



 

        

      “Nobody cares about the broken  carts.”  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.   Red tag system: Do you believe the current red tag system efficiently 

identifies and  removes faulty/inoperable carts  from service?  

Comments:  

__Carts should be inspected and sorted by designated cart repair personnel between 

clean-out and go ing back into service to be loaded.   

Comment: “THIS MAKES  COMPLETE SENSE.”  

“I’ve  had  carts with  obvious missing  wheels! Half  the time there’s no red  tag in  route  
bags!”  

“I  believe carts should  be inspected  by designated  person  at all  times.”  

“Looked  at before picker start put product on  carts.”  

“It should  be a daily warehouse “bid” to inspect each  cart (15-25  seconds), for  each  cart’s  
wheels spin, rotate  freely, no flat spots on  wheels, and  handle fits properly.  If not, then it  

is separated  from  incoming cart and  once stacks of 5x3 then they can  be taken to shop  

for repair.”  

“Some bad  carts are in  the stacks from  the store and  not labeled  as bad, so  up  to  

warehouse to inspect.”  

“Carts are not even  cleaned  properly.  We  pull from  corrals  and  put food  on  them  without  
washing carts.”  

“This would  work if  there  was  supervision  to make  sure damaged carts are not put back  

in  service.”  

“Even  when  carts are separated  and  left behind  shop, no personnel to fix, then warehouse 

takes them back to service,  broken.   Can  red  tag stack broken  carts if  backhaul warehouse  

rips tags off and  uses  broken  carts.”  
“Carts should  be pre-trip  inspected  by loader or someone designated  to sort carts inside  

warehouse.”  



I was going to address this in a longer 
note, but the more I think about it “Why”. Just look at the 

date of the grievance 7-3-19. If they wanted to 

fix this if couldn’t take 2 yrs to address this, Drill 

and put a pin in handle and where done.  What 

changed my mind on this was when they handed out the 

steps, and my Question to Dennis 

was when I take the step off (CART NO 

LONGER SAFE) what does the m’ Donld’s Employee 

do, I was told that’s there problem, issue or 

however you what to put it.  Really that there thinking.

Bertt Moore 



Safety Precautions 
30” x 41” Delivery Cart w/31” handle   
(Product #DE003) 

Inspect wheels prior to use to ensure  
they are free of debris and stretch flm. 

Do not operate without proper 
training and authorization. 

Ensure the handle is fully engaged  
prior to loading and handle and 
handle pockets are not damaged. 

To ensure the handle is fully engaged 
in the handle pockets, handle should  
NOT be wrapped with product to  
secure loads. 

Do not overload the dolly. 

Inspect your travel path and avoid deep  
cracks, abrupt transitions or sloped  
surfaces. 

WARNING: 
Handle is not locked or secured to the dolly.  
Never attempt to apply excessive force  
while pushing or pulling the dolly as handle  
can become disengaged, resulting in injury. 

If interested in an alternate design option, such as handle retention clips, please contact your Rehrig Pacifc Company salesperson. 
Report any safety or maintenance issues to your manager or designated person within your organization. 

Learn more at rehrigpacifc.com 

http://www.rehrigpacific.com
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